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The University of Maryland’s Historic 
Preservation Studio course presents the 
following abridged summary of historic 
research to be used on interpretative wrap-
around signage at the historic dwelling of 
captain William Burtis. The goals of this 
project fulfill the deliverables of Preservation 
Maryland’s request For Proposals, namely 
that any results produce context for 
the historic Burtis House, educational 
materials, and interpretive displays 
about the surrounding neighborhood and 
its history. The materials for the Burtis 
House interpretive signage come from a 
range of sources: census records, deeds, 
probate archives, historic real estate and 
insurance maps, photographs, existing 
historical and archaeological scholarship, 
planning documents, local Annapolis library 
collections, maritime studies, and the 
Filipino American community Archives. 
This document contains summaries and 
information pertaining to captain Burtis, the 
Hell Point neighborhood, maritime history of 
Annapolis, and climate change in Annapolis.

execUTIVe SUMMAry



captain William H. Burtis (1832-
1910) was a new york native who 
had moved to Annapolis to marry 
emily Hollidayoke in 1860.1 Once 
in Annapolis, he found a position 
as a constable in the Annapolis 
Police Force alongside his father-
in-law, edward Hollidayoke.2 Burtis 
later captained a police boat in the 
State Oyster navy, a regulatory 
entity that prevented the illegal 
dredging of oysters, after working 
on the Annapolis Police force.3 Figure 1.2: Left to right Standing: Gordon claude (Mayor), Margaret Taylor randall [Worth-

ington], Bessie Webster, capt. William Burtis. Seated: carrie Wilcox and rev. Savage 
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captain Burtis and his family lived at 69 Prince George Street, the last home 
before the bay. The home was originally a duplex that was later converted 
to a single family residence as the Burtis family expanded in the 1890s.4 
From this house, Burtis started an entrepreneurial venture renting pleasure 
boats for leisurely activities such as fishing and touring the Chesapeake 
Bay.5 Various accessory structures, including a boat house and a wharf, were  
constructed to accommodate the business’s growth.

Figure 1.1: captain Burtis
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It was from this location that Burtis kept a watchful eye on the waters of the chesapeake. His daring rescues and 
shark hunts made him a local hero in the Hell Point community.6 captain Burtis raised his four children, edward, 
Solomon, rose, and Daniel, in the Hell Point neighborhood. Solomon and Daniel continued their father’s business and 
edward served as Annapolis’ Market Master.

Figure 1.3: A variety of accessory structures can be seen on the far left, next to the Burtis house (on the left of the Prince George Street).



In June of 1895, captain Burtis was celebrated as a local 
hero when he saved a drowning boy. The Kerr family of 
Baltimore was out on their yacht when their six-year-old 
son fell overboard. Burtis and his own son, Daniel, saw this 
incident and rowed out to save the child. Several days after 
this incident, a profile of Captain Burtis was written up in the 
Evening Capital describing him as “one of the most popular 
as well as charitable men about the wharf….He is a man of 
good judgment and can be relied upon at all times, and his 
word is his bond.”8 That same summer, Burtis was recognized 
for harpooning a nine-and-a-half-foot shark in the Annapolis 
Harbor, cementing his status as a local hero.9

Figure 1.4: Annapolis Evening Capital, nov 19, 1890.

captain Burtis began his business in the 1880s 
selling oysters from outside his house on Prince 
George Street. By the 1890s he was renting out 
“pleasure boats, row-boats, sail-boats, fishing 
tackle, bait, etc.”7 Accessory structures, such as a 
boat house, were added to the property to support 
this business. 
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Figure 1.5: Annapolis Evening Capital, Aug 19, 1895.



Figure 1.6: Burtis House (right) and accessory structures promoting boat rentals and the sale of oysters.

captain Burtis and his wife, emily, had four children, edward, Daniel, rose, and Solomon. His eldest son, edward, 
became a huckster, running a produce and poultry stall at the Annapolis Market House.10 By 1901 edward was able to 
open a lunch room as a restauranter.11 In 1904, he was appointed Market Master, which was a position that oversaw 
the maintenance of the market house. He rented out vacant stalls, collected fees, and enforced market regulations.12 
His other two sons, Daniel and Solomon, became watermen.13 The Burtis House continued to be home to William 
Burtis’ descendants until 1971.14 

THe BUrTIS cHILDren
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HeLL POInT neIGHBOrHOOD

Before it was Hell Point it was Hill’s Point. 
By 1887, the neighborhood of Hill’s Point 
was more commonly referred to as Hell 
Point.1 The reason for the change, if 
documented, has yet to be found. The 
Hell Point neighborhood of Annapolis no 
longer exists today except in the memories 
of its former residents. Though the Hell 
Point community adopted many different 
boundaries over the course of its life, its 
last known perimeter consisted of randall 
Street to its West, King George Street and 
Prince George Street to its north and South, 
and the shore line to its east. The naval 
Academy would eventually acquire most of 
Hell Point’s neighborhood by the mid-1940s, 
displacing residents and signaling an end to 
Hell Point’s vibrant maritime community.  
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Figure 2.2: 1921 Sanborn Map

Figure 2.1: 1941 Aerial View
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Figure 2.3: 1939 Aerial View Figure 2.4: 2022 Aerial View

Figure 2.5: 1939 Aerial View Figure 2.6: 2022 Aerial View
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Figure 2.7: Block Street alley houses

Hell Point by the turn of the twentieth century was a diverse working class community. German, Greek, Irish, Scottish, 
and english residents resided side by side on roads like Prince George Street, King George Street, and Market Space. 
African Americans and Filipinos rented homes along alleyways like Holland Street, Block Street, and Johnson Place. 
Despite these ethnic differences, they were all tied to the sea. One of the most common occupations listed in Annapolis’ 
census for the years 1880-1940 was waterman.2 Hell Point was sandwiched between two important industries, the 
U.S. navy and the Market House on Market Space. The U.S. navy employed many locals as well as bringing many new 
residents to Hell Point such as Filipino immigrants. The Market House was the place for watermen to sell their catches. 
Stalls were rented by all forms of businesses related to the water and land.3 It was Annapolis’ commercial hub.

While diverse in the cultural makeup of its residents, Hell Point businesses were confined to a handful of commercial 
establishments centered around the water. The majority of businesses established in Hell Point between 1885 and 
1941 were oyster houses, over ten documented within that time period alone. These oyster houses include DuBois & 
co. Oyster Packers, Peterson & co. Winders & Dredgers, and the Standard Fish and Oyster company. Many of these 
complexes can be found in fire insurance maps dating back to 1885.4 

Figure 2.8: 8 and 10 Holland Street, 1941.
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Figure 2.11: A 1905 newspaper article 
detailing a meeting held by members of 
the Oystermen’s Protective Association of 
Annapolis for protection and regulation of 
local oyster populations.

Figure 2.9: 1885 Sanborn Map showing the 
Thurston & russel, J. russel & co., Wells & 
Johnson, and D. Medford & co. Oyster Packers 
located along the waterfront.

OySTer HOUSeS

Figure 2.10: Advertisement for fresh oysters in 
Hell Point, 1905.

With a heavy reliance on oysterers and seafarers, Hell Point residents established 
the Union of Oyster Shuckers, reported in an Evening Capital news article in 
1887, and the Oystermen’s Protective Association of Annapolis, documented in 
another evening capital article in 1905.5 In the 1905 article, Mr. DuBois, owner of 
DuBois & co. Oyster Packers advocated to “enact laws to protect and perpetuate 
the oyster beds,” and the “entire abatement of dredging” practices.6  

Throughout its history Hell Point was home to over ten oyster houses, 
conveniently located along the waterfront between Prince George and King 

George streets. At any given 
time, Hell Point had an average of 
four oyster houses in operation. 
Between 1885 and 1900 it is 
estimated that oysterers harvested 
an average of nine million bushels 
of oysters annually.7 From 1884-
1885 Annapolis employed 350 
oyster shuckers. During this same 
season, Maryland set a record high 
of fifteen million bushels of oysters 
harvested.8
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Mariano Peji and Fermina Peji resided at 34 Holland Street in 1930.9 The Peji’s rented a 2-story, slate or tin-roofed, 
framed dwelling with a single-story rear attachment and ancillary building positioned farther back in the yard.10 rent 
was $16 per month, which by today’s standards would amount to $277. When Mariano Peji took his short commute to 
work as a mess attendant for the United States navy he was likely greeted by the clamoring sounds of the neighboring 
lumber yard. Like many other newly arrived Filipino immigrants, the Pejis were drawn to Annapolis by the United 
States naval Academy. Filipinos began appearing in Annapolis’ census as early as the 1920s and by 1930 Filipinos 
were in Hell Point, the neighborhood directly adjacent to the U.S. naval Academy. Based on census schedules, Filipino 
residents were often employed as mess attendants, stewards, cooks, and laborers by the U.S. navy.11  

THe PeJI FAMILy

Figure 2.12: Fermina Santos Peji 
and Mariano Peji pictured with their 
car circa 1930s.

Figure 2.13: Mariano Peji 
pictured center with fellow 
servicemen circa 1928.
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Figure 2.14: 1928 image of the Filipino-American Friendly Association band. Mariano Peji, last row, center.



Valentine and Ann Stewart eucare lived at 4 
Market Space, two doors down from the corner of 
Market Space and randall Street. Their dwelling 
was sandwiched between two businesses, one 
of which was the well-known Middleton Tavern 
but operating then as the Mandris restaurant.12 
The Mandris restaurant, a confectionery store 
and ice cream parlor, was run by nicholas 
James Mandris. nicholas was born in 1886 as 
nikoloas Demetrios Mandrapilias in xirokambion, 
Greece.13 After moving to the United States 
in the early 1900s, Mandrapilias settled in 
Annapolis, Maryland working for a time as a 
clerk until opening his own store with his brother, 
Lewis.14 Their advertisements could be found 
in Annapolis’ Evening Capital tempting readers 
with the promise of bon bons, candy canes for 
holidays, and “[f]ancy boxes of chocolates from 
1lb to 5lbs.”15 By 1929, nicholas had moved 
to his Market Space location where he ran his 
confectionery independent of his brother. In that 
same year, his neighbors, Valentine and Ann 
Stewart eucare, repurposed their home to serve 
as the new clubhouse for Annapolis’ Filipino 
American Friendly Association.16 They hosted club 
events like the association’s first Halloween party 
and provided lodging to many young Filipino men 
employed by the U.S. navy.17
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THe eUcAre AnD MAnDrIS FAMILIeS
Figure 2.15: The Mandris 
restaurant operated as a 
confectionery shop between 
1929 and 1942.
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THe FrAnK FAMILy

The archaeological investigation of the former Hell Point neighborhood has thus far yielded little information; due to 
the USnA acquisition and subsequent development of Hell Point proper in the early 1940s, much material has been 
lost. Subsurface examination of residential and commercial sites within the Hell Point boundaries has been stymied by 
mid-twentieth-century demolition and construction as the USnA expanded further into the cityspace of Annapolis. With 
the exception of an early-nineteenth-century cut stone seawall, the remnants of a wooden wharf, and brick piers that 
likely supported a nineteenth-century frame oyster house, archaeology in Hell Point has struggled to produce finds that 
could better illuminate the lives and experiences of those who lived in the shadow of the great Georgian-era buildings 
for which Annapolis is so widely known.22 As such, archaeological investigation of the Burtis House is paramount in the 
search for sites that possess stratigraphic integrity; discovery of intact below-ground resources could help us to better 
understand the family that inhabited the building from the 1890s through the early 1970s. Archaeology of the Burtis 
House could further our perception and interpretation of the family’s relationship to the wider world of Hell Point and 
Annapolis through the use and distribution of their material culture. 

ArcHeOLOGy OF HeLL POInT

John Frank Jr., a native of Annapolis, began his craft at an early age. By the time Frank Jr.’s occupation was recorded 
in the 1920 census as “fisherman,” he had been in the trade for nearly 5 decades.18 In 1891, John Frank Jr. and his 
father could be found renting stalls next to one another at the local fish market based on the Evening Capital’s market 
stall report.19

The Franks were reflective of Hell Point’s working-class demographic, 
in which it was all hands on deck to support the family. While Frank Jr. 
was out on the water, elizabeth Frank cooked up homemade sauerkraut 
to sell. Her advertisements for fermented cabbage could be found 
from 1910 to 1920. Her success was seen in the price increase during 
this period. In 1910 she sold her sauerkraut for 8 cents a quart. A 
decade later her sauerkraut was 20 cents for the same amount and 
her advertisements were more elaborate with stylized fonts.20 elizabeth 
Frank, however, was not the only one selling homemade sauerkraut. She 
had to compete with her entrepreneurial neighbors like the Thorogoods 
at 87 Prince George Street, less than 10 houses away, who were selling 
their homemade sauerkraut for 15 cents per quart.21 

Figure 2.16: Advertisement, 1920.



Figure 3.1: Late-nineteenth or early-
twentieth century photograph of the 
Annapolis oyster fleet at anchor.

MArITIMe HISTOry OF AnnAPOLIS
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Long before the area became “Annapolis” the 
Indigenous people who lived along the coast 
of the chesapeake understood the necessity 
of the bay. The chesapeake provided not 
only food but a method of transportation 
and trade with other people. The Algonquian 
tribes that once lived along the eastern Shore 
were displaced by an Iroquoian tribe known 
as the Susquehannocks who resettled in the 
area. In 1608, when John Smith explored 
the chesapeake Bay he encountered the 
Susquehannocks who at the time had claimed 
the upper western shore.1 In 1649 a group 
of Puritan exiles from the Virginia colony 
moved north and established a settlement on 
Greenbury Point. This became Providence. As 
the settlement grew and spread across the 
Severn river it was renamed Anne Arundel 
Town. By 1694, the capital of Maryland 
moved from St. Mary’s city to Anne Arundel, 
which was renamed Annapolis.2 

Following the end of the American revolution, the state of Maryland prospered due to its strategic location in the center 
of the Atlantic Seaboard and long-established international shipping routes. Annapolis, however, fell behind Baltimore 
as the major trading port for Maryland because Baltimore had a larger, deeper harbor and better facilities for ship 
building. In 1845 the Federal government chose Fort Severn as the site for a school to educate midshipmen. This was 
later named the naval Academy. Annapolis prospered following the civil War as the seafood industry boomed across the 
chesapeake Bay. By the early twentieth century, watermen saw diminishing harvests and increasingly the boatbuilders 
of Annapolis turned to the production of pleasure craft. Throughout the remainder of the twentieth century Annapolis’ 
reputation as a center of recreation grew and today it is known as one of the great sailing capitals of the world.
 



Figure 3.2: This photo shows two steamboats around the Long Dock of Hell Point. The steamboat in the background, emma Giles, is 
docked at the Tolchester Beach Improvement company wharf. In the background are the oyster packing houses and lumber yard in 
Hell Point. The tall buildings are part of the naval Academy.
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The earliest plans for Annapolis, drawn in 1695, included a site designated as the Ship carpenter’s Lot along what is 
now the north side of city Dock.3 This area contained ropewalks, ship chandleries, slipways, and carpenter’s buildings, 
all the necessities for the building and outfitting of ships. The Ship Carpenter’s Lot was leased several times following 
the American revolution and gradually broken into smaller lots upon which oyster packing houses, blacksmith shops, 
lumber yards, and steam mills would be built. Following the civil War, Annapolis saw a rapid growth in the seafood 
harvesting industry reaching its peak in 1878 with 14 oyster packing houses found along its shores (8 in Hell Point 
alone).4 The Hell Point neighborhood was the traditional center of Annapolis’ maritime industries, home to over 
a dozen oyster packing houses, several wharves, lumberyards, boat building operations, a ferry terminal, and a 
steamboat landing from the 1860s to 1941.5 In 1868 Horn Point was subdivided into hundreds of lots that would later 
be named eastport.6 crowded conditions and premium land prices in Hell Point forced boat building across Spa creek. 
Eastport became the new home for Annapolis’ boatyards, a tradition which continued until the closure of the final yard 
in 1973.7 In 1941 the naval Academy annexed the Hell Point neighborhood and demolished all its structures, erasing 
much of Annapolis’ maritime industrial heritage.8 The last oyster packing house in Annapolis, Mcnasby’s Oyster and 
Seafood company in eastport, closed in 1985.9 

MArITIMe InDUSTry



Figure 3.3: early twentieth century photo-
graph of men pulling a small workboat out 
of the water behind Burtis House. Two small 
boat houses were all that remained of the 
boatyards which once called city Dock and 
Hell Point home.
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Since its founding in 1649, Annapolis has served as an important transportation hub on the chesapeake Bay. 
Several colonial road networks converged at Annapolis and its ferries carried thousands of passengers across the 
bay to destinations such as rock Hall in Kent county and Broad creek on Kent Island where roads wound through 
the countryside to Philadelphia.10 Steamboats from Baltimore had regular service to Annapolis by the 1830s and 
maintained that service until 1932 when the emma Giles last pulled from the steamboat wharf at the foot of Prince 
George Street.11 In 1916, Maryland authorized $50,000 for a cross bay ferry which was realized in 1919 with the 
establishment of the claiborne-Annapolis Ferry company. The company operated a ferry terminal at the foot of 

King George Street and 
carried both passengers 
and cars to claiborne in 
Talbot county until 1930 
when a new terminal 
was built at Matapeake. 
In 1941 the Annapolis 
terminal was closed, and 
a new facility was built 
at Sandy Point. The ferry 
was bought by the state 
in 1941 and renamed the 
chesapeake Bay Ferry 
System, which continued 
to operate until 1952 
when the chesapeake Bay 
Bridge opened. With that 
new beginning ended an 
over 300 year old chapter 
in the history of the 
chesapeake.12 

TrAnSPOrTATIOn
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Figure 3.4: Aerial photograph of the con-
struction of the Halsey Field House, labeled 
new Field House, in 1957. This building 
was built over much of Hell Point. note the 
buildings to the bottom left, they are all that 
remained of the Hell Point neighborhood.

MILITAry / nAVAL AcADeMy
Annapolis has been a fortunate 
city throughout its history. In 
its earliest days, Annapolis was 
defended by a battery of cannons 
located at the end of the Ship 
carpenter’s Lot.13 During the 
American revolution, earthen 
fortifications were built at Horn 
Point, Windmill Point, and on 
Beaman’s Point across the 
Severn.14 In 1807 Fort Severn was 
constructed at Windmill Point and 
Fort Madison across the river.15 All 
of these defenses were constructed 
to face the numerous threats 
which challenged the city including 
raids by pirates, the Spanish, the 
French, and eventually the British. 
Annapolis however was spared from 
fighting and none of its forts ever 
fired a shot in anger. The longest 
lasting impact of the military 
on Annapolis began with the 
founding of the United States naval 
Academy in 1845 on the grounds 
of Fort Severn.16 The academy has 
proven to be a mixed blessing for 
Annapolis. Several annexations 
have gobbled up dozens of acres of the city, incorporating the land into a manicured landscape affectionately known as 
“The yard.” The academy has also employed thousands of Annapolitans since its founding in roles such as construction 
workers, tailors, stewards, mess attendants, janitors, and watchmen. Federal money and the patronizing of Annapolis’ 
many businesses by academy staff, students, and their visitors has helped the city to grow into the trendy destination 
of today. Annapolis is truly a navy town.17 
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At the foot of Annapolis’ Prince George Street, rising sea levels threaten the last surviving historic structures of the 
formerly robust maritime district known as Hell Point. The original home of captain William Henry Burtis, “one of 
the best-known watermen of Maryland and a highly respected citizen of Annapolis”1, is at risk of succumbing to the 
chesapeake Bay as it faces a changing environment. 

The Burtis House is being elevated 4 feet from its present location to 
protect it from the anticipated sea level rise as an effect of climate 
change. elevating the Burtis House is part of a large plan to revitalize 
the city Dock area and protect the downtown business and residential 
district from future flooding damage. The entire coastline of City Dock 
will require additional flood protection and the Burtis House is one of 
the first major improvements as part of the City Dock improvement 
initiative. Plans for the area of City Dock include additional flood 
protection measures such as natural land barriers and passive flood 
mediation systems. The preservation plan for Burtis House is a major 
step towards restoring historic resources, while also taking preventive 
measures to combat the effects of climate change. The first phase for 
city Dock prioritizes the stabilization of the Burtis House and preservation 
of existing historic resources for future adaptive reuse. Preventative 
measures against the effects of climate change include raising the Burtis 
house by four feet, water infiltration measures, and other mitigation 
measures. elevating buildings has become one of the most widely 
discussed strategies for protecting historic resources against flooding.2  

From its earliest days, downtown Annapolis has flooded with some regularity. However, the difference between flooding 
and sea level rise is that flood waters will subside, but sea level rise will not. Scientists have predicted the potential 
sea level rise for this area of Maryland. Factors such as melting glaciers, polar ice sheets, and changing ocean currents 
between now and the year 2050 could contribute to a sea level rise of 0.8 to 2.3 feet.3 This increase in sea level rise will 
change the coastline forever. Annapolis has a unique vulnerability to climate change due to the proximity of the city to 
the Chesapeake Bay. The city has experienced a 925% increase in nuisance flooding days over the past 50 years.4 This 
is the largest increase of flooding of any U.S. city, according to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.

4 feet

Figure 4.1: Burtis House proposed elevation.



Figure 4.2: Prince George Street Flooding 1915
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Flooding in Annapolis is an historic issue for the City Dock district. Repeated flooding has caused physical damage to 
properties and had a long-lasting impact on the health and safety of the residents. Scientists say that the entire mid-
Atlantic region may be a “hot spot” for sea level rise. A projected 1.6-foot rise in sea level is expected in 2050 and up 
to 4.2 feet by 2100. Portions of the Annapolis city Dock are underwater 50 days a year; this number has increased 
from just three to four days a year since half a century ago.5 Tidal ranges at other locations in Maryland, such as 
Baltimore, vary due to the functions of the tides.6  

Flooding in Annapolis falls into three categories: nuisance flooding, high tide flooding, and storm surge. Flooding is 
measured into three categories based on height above the average high tide levels: minor, moderate, and major. 
Nuisance flooding is flooding that leads to public inconveniences such as road closures and repairable water damage 
to buildings. High tide flooding occurs when water levels exceed that of a normal high tide. Minor high tide flooding is 
when water levels reach a minimum of 1.8 feet above the average high tide.7 Moderate flooding is when water levels 
reach a minimum of 2.8 feet above the average high tide.8 Major flooding is when water levels reach a minimum of 
3.9 feet above the average high tide.9   

FLOODInG

Figure 4.3: Prince George Street Flooding 1915

Figure 4.1: Burtis House proposed elevation.
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Strong winds from hurricanes or tropical storms can push water onshore. A storm surge can be the deadliest part 
of a storm, and its ferocity can change with the storm track, coastline, or the size and speed of the storm.10 When 
a storm surge hits Annapolis, the storm drains are overwhelmed, roads are flooded, and infrastructure can become 
compromised. When Hurricane Isabel hit in 2003, a storm surge of over seven feet overwhelmed city Dock. 

STOrM SUrGeS

Figure 4.4: The Alex Haley Statue on city Dock, Tropical Storm Isabel 2003. Figure 4.6: city Dock, Tropical Storm Isabel 2003.

Figure 4.5: The Alex Haley 
Statue in normal conditions
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HISTOrIcAL FLOOD DATA

In the year 2018 alone 
there were a total of 11 
flood events in Annapolis, 
Maryland. This number 
increased from 10 floods 
the year prior in 2017. Prior 
to 2017, approximately one 
flood event would occur 
per year in Annapolis. This 
number has increased in 
recent years and residents 
of Annapolis can continue to 
expect at least one to ten 
floods each year.

Figure 4.7: Collected data from Annapolis nuisance flooding (above 2.0 feet) since 1933. 

The predicted increase in flooding 
events is a major concern for the 
residents of downtown Annapolis. 
Historic flood data shows that over 
the past 100 years, the frequency 
of flooding has increased. Measuring 
data since 1933, historic crests (the 
highest surface of a tide wave) show 
that high tidal waves are becoming 
more frequent. Only seven flooding 
events occurred in the first 63 years 
of recorded data between 1933 and 
1996.11 The frequency of flooding 
increased significantly after that with 
37 flooding events in the past 20 
years.

Figure 4.9: Frequency of flooding data.Figure 4.8: 2010 flooding
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